
Scaling Presales, controlling costs, and engaging new 

markets through intelligent demo automation.

Use Case: Presales



At A Glance

Automated labor equivalent of 13 Solution Consultants so 

far

Tod Goulds con�rms that using Consensus has had a transformative e�ect. Using micro-demos prior to 

engaging presales reps directly has facilitated better-quali�ed appointments for reps, revealed members of 

the buying group previously unknown, and helped scale presales operations by over 20% without adding to 

head count.

* Neither Oracle nor any of it’s o�cers, employees, partners, or a�liates have supplied salary information to 
Consensus. This data is based purely upon industry norms and is supplied for purposes of more accurately 
estimating impact. However, no warranty is made with regard to accuracy.

** https://www.expertmarket.com/business-travel-costs

3200

$75K

$4K

Total number of automated micro-demos sent.

Highest individual deal value closed exclusively through demo 

automation, i.e. without any face to face engagement.

12,800 Total presales man hours saved through the use of automated 

micro-demos; equivalent to 6.2 FTEs.

Average cost** of an international onsite, which have been largely 

eliminated through demo automation.

Automated labor equivalent of 13 Solution Consultants so 

far$738,462 
Value of time savings based solely upon presales rep salary. This does not 

account for bene�ts accrued from faster response times, consistent 

messaging, or travel savings, etc.

Period

1 Year

Sample Team Size

30

Avg Salary Presumption*

Results

$120K Annually



Consensus has enabled Oracle to open di�cult markets, automate and scale presales 

engagement, and focus expensive human resources where they are needed most.

The Challenge //

The Solution //

Takeaways //

IMPACT //

“The cost of doing business needed to go down, and we 

needed to strip a considerable amount of money from our 

operating costs,” said Tod Goulds of Oracle’s CEGBU. 

Company-wide, Oracle is focused on �nding ways to scale 

while controlling costs. Presales operations, in particular, 

often required extensive travel and personal/live interaction, 

with costs that grew in lockstep with volume. The division 

couldn’t grow headcount fast enough to keep up with 

exploding demand. Additionally, expanding buying groups 

extended sales cycles with late-stage involvement. This 

slowed growth as teams were forced to limit engagement 

with certain markets and market segments in order to 

maximize the e�ectiveness of talented but expensive 

presales resources.

The following sample stats are drawn from a single pre-sales 

team of approximately 30 ISRs within the Oracle CEGBU division.

Consensus demo automation can dramatically 

scale presales success, even in one of the largest 

software companies in the world.

Demo automation is an e�ective method of 

controlling/reducing presales costs and 

revealing the buying group, and can even close 

deals in some cases.

Low-production value, high-transparency “raw” 

content can be more engaging than highly 

produced explainer-style videos in a demo context.

Automated labor equivalent of 13 Solution Consultants so 

far

Goulds con�rms that using Consensus has had a 

transformative e�ect. “The proof of success is that [Oracle 

CEGBU] is not currently in a resource crunch.” 
Presales videos were suggested. But despite a consistent 

push from corporate toward using Oracle’s own in-house 

video hosting service, Goulds felt strongly that prospects 

needed a platform which would map content to their 

individual intersts and concerns the way a live demo can. 

Consensus enabled Goulds’ team to automate this 

experience, while simultaneously revealing hidden 

in�uencers and stakeholders as demos were shared 

throughout the org.

Since adoption, Oracle’s demo content strategy has evolved 

over time. Beginning with content that felt distinctly 

“produced”, including music tracks, etc, Goulds’s team has 

found greater success with less attention to production. 

Demos are captured with maximum transparency to the 

process and presenter. This has resulted in soaring 

engagement rates, trackable through Consensus Demolytics, 

included in the platform.
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13

$75K

$4K

Automated the labor equivalent of 13 

Solution Consultants rather than add 

commensurate headcount to a team of 30.

Individual deal value closed exclusively 

through demo automation, i.e. without any 

face to face engagement.

Average cost* of an international onsite, 

which have been largely eliminated 

through demo automation.

* https://www.expertmarket.com/business-travel-costs


